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Mechanical design and analysis of in-vacuum
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Two in-vacuum undulators (IVU25) have been used since March 2009 at the
Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility. Another small-gap in-vacuum undulator
with a smaller period length of 20 mm was completed in July 2010. The mechanical
system of IVU25 consists of support frame, driving and guiding system, taper
mechanism, compensation spring system, suspending rods assembly, etc. We
have attempted to manufacture IVU25 with high mechanical stability, rigidity
and reproducible gap motion. A mechanical design study of IVU25 is carried out
which includes finite-element calculations on the mechanical deformation of the gir-
der. Some modifications have been made to the design of IVU20.

1. Introduction
Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF) is a third-generation synchrotron

light source (Xu and Zhao), with energy 3.5 GeV, circumference 432 m and current
up to 300 mA, and has been opened to users in May 2009. It has 20 straight sections
for the installation of electron-beam injection, radio frequency and insertion devices.
In Phase-I of SSRF, seven beamlines and five insertion devices were built, including
two wigglers, one elliptically polarizing undulator (EPU100) and two in-vacuum
undulators (IVU25). Two in-vacuum undulators with the same design of period
length 25 mm and minimum gap 7 mm can cover the photon energy range of
3.5–22.5 KeV up to the 11th harmonic and are used for the macromolecular crystal-
lography station and the hard X-ray micro-focus station, respectively (Qiaogen). A
new in-vacuum undulator with period length 20 mm and minimum gap 5 mm has
been completed for the Pohang Light Source at SSRF. IVU25 requires a highly
reproducible gap motion and mechanical stability to produce light of high quality.
Table 1 shows the key numbers which have great impact on the mechanical design.

2. Mechanical design
For the structure of the main-frame body, IVU25 adopts the C-type, despite the

H-type having superior mechanical properties (Chang et al. 2008). Figure 1 presents
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the two-dimensional view of the IVU25 that includes all components – adjust sys-
tem, base plate, support frame, driving and guiding system for gap change, encoder
system, out-vacuum girder, compensation spring system and in-vacuum system
designed by the vacuum group.
There are two work patterns for IVU25; one is the taper pattern and the other is

the non-taper pattern. It is necessary to design a taper mechanism to meet the
needs. As shown in figure 2, the out-vacuum girder is supported by two overhan-
ging shafts. One is bolted to the ram on the upstream and the other is connected to
the ram by tangent motion mechanism which can move along both horizontal and
vertical directions on the downstream. The taper mechanism could allow a repro-
ducible mechanical gap taper in the range of 1–500 µm. In addition, the taper mech-
anism, limit switch and gap motion stopper play an important role in the protection
of the IVU25 in the case of loss of driving control.

3. Girder analysis
The purpose of engineering calculation is to estimate the deformation of the out-

vacuum girder. For high-performance magnetic field, the mechanical structure
must be in accord with the above requirements and be strong enough to be
equipped with the magnet arrays.
The out-vacuum girder is reduced to an extensional beam mode shown in figure

3, when 6 m is equal to
��

6
√

l, the deformation of the beam is in its maximum value

Minimum/max. gap/mm 7�25
Maximum magnetic force load/kN 10
Maximum girder deformation/μm ≤ ± 3
Gap adjustment accuracy/μm ≤1
Taper control/μm ≤ ± 2
Vertical alignment accuracy/μm ≤ ± 160
Horizontal alignment accuracy/μm ≤ ± 500

TABLE 1. Mechanical requirement and specification of the IVU25.

FIGURE 1. Two-dimensional views of the IVU25.
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which can be expressed as

f = q · l4
384 · E · I

where f is the deformation, q is the load per unit length, E is the modulus of the elas-
ticity, I is the moment of the inertia and l is the distance of two support points. For
IVU25, the maximum magnetic force under gap 7 mm is about 10 kN. According to
the above equation, the deformation of the upper out-vacuum girder under worst
conditions is 2.97 µm that is consistent with the specification. Besides, the defor-
mation of the lower out-vacuum girder is less than 3 µm because the weight
force compensates part of the magnetic force on the lower girder.

4. Conclusions
Two IVU25s were installed in the storage ring of SSRF and have been under oper-

ation without any difficulty. The mechanical performance of the IVU25 meets the
station’s specifications with good margins. In order to do better, we have to modify
the design of the IVU20, for example, to replace the ball bearing with linear bush-
ing. Nevertheless, the diameter of the overhanging shaft is enlarged. In the process

FIGURE 2. Taper mechanism.

FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram of a uniformly loaded extensional beam.
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of shimming, we find that some mechanical performances of IVU20 are better than
that of IVU25.
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